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Much of the media immediately latched onto these figurines as examples of the famous Çatalhöyük 'Mother Goddess'. However, research on such figurines and their clay counterparts at the site by Lynn Meskell, Carrie Nakamura and Lindsay Der has demonstrated that the focus on the 'three Bs' at the site normally coincides with an emphasis on older, mature women, in which the three Bs are often sagging. Rather than mother goddesses, these images seem to represent older women who have gained status and prestige in the community through their lifetimes.
Next to the 'up' trenches of the TPC Area where these figurines were found, one descends 'down' to the deep excavations of the South Area. It is here that we are planning to get to the bottom of the East Mound in 2017. In preparation for that campaign, in 2016 we excavated Building 17 and its neighbour Building 160 with 161 below. I mentioned the large number of burials below Building 17 in Heritage Turkey 2015. In 2016 the burials just kept on coming until the whole floor began to look like a Swiss cheese. As noted last year, many of these burials seem to be cut into midden, but it is the sheer number of burials that is most impressive. It is telling that Building 17 is the base of a sequence of elaborate buildings that Mellaart called 'Shrine 10'. In the buildings above Building 17 we excavated large numbers of burials in the 1990s, as did Mellaart in 'Shrine VI.10' in the 1960s. While we now accept that such buildings are domestic, it is clear that some buildings ('history houses') are important for burial and ritual over the long term. This was always a central house for burial.
Just to its east, however, is a stack of smaller buildings in which there are never many burials. Mellaart found a pair of leopards on the western wall of the main room of this building, and we have continued to excavate the structure as Buildings 43, 160 and 161, going downwards in the stack. In the earliest level so far excavated, Building 161 has some characteristics that suggest it was paired with Building 17. In particular, both have ovens in highly unusual locations -the northeastern corner of the main room -and in both there is a curved wall separating off the northern part of the room. Also significant is that in both we found burials in which the torso had been covered with rodent scat, and in both there are burials with planks. This pairing of buildings in the early levels of occupation has been seen in the construction of Mellaart's Shrines 1 and 8 on the same raft, and in the very distinctive pairing of his Shrines 14 and 7 in Level VI. The pairing is presumably part of the larger focus on the interconnection between houses in the lower levels of occupation.
In the North Area of the site we concentrated on continuing the excavations in the large Building 132 that I described in Heritage Turkey last year. We also started excavating an adjacent midden area. For the first time we excavated this as if it was a Palaeolithic cave, trying to tease apart the fine layers one by one, and plotting the position of all artefacts within a 1m grid. This proved an invaluable exercise, as we were able to discern activity areas, hearths and work surfaces. This research is allowing us to understand for the first time how these open areas (a better term than 'midden') functioned.
Excavations also continued in the very burned Building 131, where many burials have been found with wellpreserved organic material including wooden bowls. Next to Building 131 is the earlier Building 5. This had been excavated in the 1990s but we had not excavated the floors, wanting to leave the building on display. In 2016 we decided to see if there were any burials beneath the floors, especially as the building above, Building 1, had contained over 62 burials. And, indeed, below the northwestern platform a remarkably rich set of secondary burials was discovered. Burial F.3808 turned out to be the richest burial we have ever found at the site. In the upper part of the grave was a bundle of bones including a spinal column and a femur, all wrapped in a plant-based material. Below this bundle was a cinnabarpainted skull, placed inside a wood and basket container. Two flint daggers and a shell were also placed inside the container. Outside the container were four of the highest quality bifacially flaked obsidian points that I have ever seen, pressed into some fibrous material, and a 'macehead' of white marble, beautifully and skillfully decorated in spiral meanders.
Burial F.3808 showing skull in container with flint blades, as well as obsidian points, shell and macehead
